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By radically using her body as an artistic medium, Marina Abramović managed to open up a new dimen-
sion in Performance Art. During her provocative performances, the Serbian artist has been pushing phy-
sical and psychological boundaries since the 1970s, turning herself into her own working material. While 
here early performances still included self-harming practices, such as scarring, flogging, self-freezing or 
even hitting herself against walls, Abramović later moved on to so called Slow Art; an art form more focused 
on meditative lingering, where the emphasis lies on the spiritual or esoteric moment. 

In Abramović’s whole oeuvre, eating plays an important role. She incorporates dif- ferent aspects of food 
and eating (like cooking, the kitchen or groceries) into her artistic practice, without however turning the 
food itself into a work of art – she rather creates her art around the food. From 1979 up to today for exam-
ple, a participative, several hour long work performance entitled Counting the rice, remains part of one 
of Abramović’s workshop series, „Cleaning the House“, whose goal consists in enlarging the physical and 
men- tal boundaries of the artists, as well as the audience. With the help of these meditations, Abramović 
managed to forgo food for 16 days as part of her Night Sea Crossing performance. 

Two others of Abramović’s works from 1996 are characterized by an excessive interaction with food: during 
her video registration The Onion, Abramović under tears ingests a raw onion and for the multimedia-based 
art performance Spirit Cooking, she created a series of aphrodisiac recipes, written on the walls of the Zeryn-
thia Gallery with pig’s blood. Abramović again stressed the role of materials as such as part of her Balkan 
Baroque performance: at the Venice biennial arts festival in 1997, the artist sat on a large pile of cattle bones 
cleaning them for four days, with the intention of visualizing her memory of the then current situation in 
the Balkans. 

The artist further worked on her childhood memories and experiences in a photo- series named The Ki-
tchen- Homage to Saint Therese (2009), where she celebrates cooking as an important everyday ritual and 
the kitchen as a central place of her childhood. In her most recent documentary film about her search 
for spirituality and inspiration in Brazil (The Space In Between), Abramović investigates the role of food in 
modern society and underscores the vital importance of a responsible approach to food – its production, 
processing and consumption. 

This question of the role of food in Abramović’s oeuvre is going to be at the center of my presentation: what 
eating practices does the artist use to confront her personal past? What role does fasting play in Abramovi-
ć’s physical performance work? How does Abramović’s approach to food and eating express her criticism of 
consumerism? What con- nection exists between Abramović’s Slow Art and Slow Food? The role of women 
and sex- uality can be construed as another important aspect of the use of food in her artistic work. 
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